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The locus of creative inspiration and production is commonly associated with either the dynamism of 
the inner city or with the natural landscape, with its Arcadian transformative associations. This article 
considers the spatiality of creative work in an in-between site: the outer suburbs in Australia. The outer 
suburbs occupy a conflicted status in the national imaginary: frequently regarded as the locus of 
consumption and materialism, they are localities which few associate with creativity or creative 
industries. Creative city discourse further instils the idea that all things creative occur only in the inner 
city. Yet Australia is a highly suburbanised country: the middle and outer suburbs are where most 
Australians live and work. This article challenges the perception that creativity is spatially clustered in 
the inner city. It is based on empirical and qualitative research that maps and investigates the 
experience of creative industries workers in outer-suburban localities of Brisbane and Melbourne.  One 
of the key findings is the significance of the relationship between work and place for creative workers 
located in outer-suburban localities, rupturing assumptions about suburbia and “creative” inner-city 
enclaves.   
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Conflicted sites: creativity in the outer-suburbs, and anti-suburbanism 
Australia’s outer suburbs occupy a liminal position both geographically and imaginatively: 
they are not quite “the bush” and not quite “the city”. More recently the outer suburbs have 
been the site of socio-cultural wars and political targeting, labelling inhabitants as 
“aspirational”, a pejorative term describing an intense form of acquisitiveness, aggressive 
competition and desire for respectability. While suburb-bashing in Australia has an 
enduring history1, the growth of the outer suburbs in the past two decades provides an 
expansion and reconfiguring of suburban form, and new targets for critique. Among the 
many criticisms of suburbia are that it has been “blamed for creating an apathetic, 
reactionary, conservative, conformist, status-conscious, petit-bourgeois class whose 
members are incapable of organising anything for themselves, but who are prey to 
demagogues, propaganda, and media influence, forming the bedrock of passive support for 
authoritarian, anti-democratic, even fascist politics”.2 Anti-suburbanism may be 
pronounced in Australia, but it is by no means a uniquely Australian phenomenon.  
Andrew Kirby argues that across the globe, “suburbs [are] the most maligned aspects of 
metropolitan development … [and] the very term “sub-urban” has connoted an inferior 
form of “city” characterised by hypocrisy and superficiality.3  Such views contribute to the 
idea of the suburbs as hermetically sealed social environments structuring the attitudes and 
sensibility of their inhabitants.   
   Australian popular culture is replete with satirical swipes at suburban life, 
beginning with Barry Humphries’s “housewife superstar” Dame Edna Everage in the early 
1960s, through to the popular television series Kath and Kim from 2002-2007.4 In these 
and other representations, the minutiae of domestic suburban life is lampooned, supporting 
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the orthodoxy that the suburbs are places where only banal, frequently feminine, activity 
occurs. It is hardly likely then, that the suburbs, and outer suburbs in particular, might be 
regarded as conducive to creative work. 
This article does not intend to champion the outer suburbs by pointing the finger at 
their critics, rather our aim is to explore the complexity of a suburbia that has been 
significantly reconfigured, and to interrogate the general assumption that the Australian 
outer suburbs are places of passive consumption, rather than of active—and commercial—
creative production. “Outer suburbia” here refers to suburbs located at the ends of urban 
commuter train networks: suburbs which are still part of the contiguous physical space of 
the metropolis, and spaces which are not so far out that they are part of the semi-rural peri 
urban fringe. Outer suburban here is thus defined physically—by its being a part of the 
city’s contiguous area and by its integration into the urban commuter train network—and 
also by zoning: outer suburbia comprises land that is still zoned primarily 
residential/commercial, rather than semi-rural. We argue that outer suburbia is much more 
complex today and that in many cases it is a place of creative inspiration and endeavour. 
Similarly, we argue that contrary to common assumptions, there are place-based 
characteristics which stimulate creative activity in these localities. The article draws on 
qualitative data from an ARC Discovery research project that examines creative 
practitioners and entrepreneurs living and working in several outer suburbs of Brisbane and 
Melbourne.5 
 
The complexity of the suburbs 
Although the discursive field of suburban life might remain to a large extent, “an odd mix 
of cliché and dated pop culture”,6 the suburbs of the twenty-first century are significantly 
different from their 1950s antecedents, which were predominantly low-density residential 
places and functioned as a domestic retreat from city life. No longer largely residential, one 
of the most significant changes is the spatial redistribution of cities and their suburbs in 
which the reconfiguration of land use has resulted in a greater mix of residential, 
commercial and industrial infrastructure.7 In many Australian cities, suburban hubs such as 
Sydney’s Chatswood and Parramatta, Brisbane’s Chermside, and Melbourne’s Frankston 
have become key centres of service, retail and light industries. With the development of 
new public infrastructure such as hospitals, and the growth in business, retail and leisure 
industries located in the outer suburbs, more people are now working in the middle and 
outer suburbs than in any other period. In Melbourne, for instance, 74 percent of the 
population works in the suburbs.8 The increasing economic and employment importance of 
outer suburbia is noted in discussions of “post-suburbia”, a term that refers to “a new era in 
urbanisation in which outer suburban areas are growing in population and income at a 
faster rate than inner suburbs and cities”.9 Urban planning has encouraged urban 
consolidation across the city, a strategy previously confined to the inner city, transforming 
the ways that people live and work in outer suburbs. But obsolete perceptions seem hard 
wired, and there is still an assumption among many that the suburbs are economically and 
creatively sterile places.10   
The other major shift occurring across the Australian suburban landscape is a 
demographic one. Although outer suburbs were never the culturally homogenous places of 
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the popular imagination, the rapid growth in global migration11 has produced suburbs of 
high ethnic diversity. The outer suburbs in particular now tend to be places of greater 
cultural plurality and social and economic complexity than many inner-urban locations.12 
Between the 1950s to the 1970s, the inner city was the first stop of migrant groups from 
Europe and Asia, but urban renewal programs of the last two decades and the subsequent 
escalation of property values have driven out lower socio-economic groups. Characterised 
by high-end consumption and retail outlets and a predominantly professional population, 
most inner cities tend to be more culturally homogenous than many of their outer suburban 
counterparts. This spatial reconfiguring has transformed the relationship between the city 
and suburbs. Reconceptualising the relationship between inner cities and suburbs, 
however, requires more than just a critique of stereotypes and assumptions; it requires a 
greater understanding of the quotidian experiences of outer-suburban life, including the 
working lives of their inhabitants. 
Contrary to perceptions of the suburbs as uncreative, recent research identifies 
many outer suburban areas as places of creative enterprise and activity13 .For example, the 
outer suburb of Camden in Sydney along with regional centres close to Sydney, achieved 
higher rates of growth in creative work in the last twenty years than did inner-city 
Statistical Local Areas such as Sydney City and Marrickville.14 This is partially accounted 
for by the fact that outer suburban areas are the fastest growing areas in Australia: it is not 
surprising that their creative industries workforces are also growing quickly.15 In 
conjunction with escalating costs of housing in most Australian inner cities and middle 
suburbs, for many people working in precarious employment, a characteristic of the 
creative industries, the inner city is simply too expensive a place in which to work and live. 
Yet the lower costs of outer-suburban real estate are not the single factor driving creative 
workers’ decisions about where they want to work; cultural and affective factors similarly 
inspire creative industries workers to work well beyond the inner-urban core. 
The idea of the outer suburbs as places of creative activity might go against the 
grain in Australian thinking; it also flies in the face of dominant geographical logics of 
creative industries. According to “creative place” literature and policies, creative places 
are: dense and urban,16 bohemian, culturally diverse, tolerant and characterised by thriving 
agglomerated clusters of creative workers.17 Such places are seen to attract and inspire 
creative industries workers because of their dynamism and activity. But as critics 
comment, the homogeneity of “creative place” thinking and planning raises significant 
questions and concerns. All places are different shaped by their unique histories and 
culture and the creative place script works better in some places than in others.18 Richard 
Florida characterises the outer suburbs as a major negative factor in his internationally-
celebrated creative place index. In his analysis, cities such as Los Angeles, San Diego, and 
Phoenix are awarded “dishonourable mention” due to their high scores on the “sprawl risk 
ranking” index.19 When it comes to being a site for creative productivity, Florida concludes 
that “sprawl is a vexing problem”.20 For Florida, there is a direct equation: the more 
suburbs a city has, the less creative potential it has.  
 Florida’s and Scott’s21 influential research on creative industries clusters provide a 
model of creative industries in densely populated inner-urban locales, but they fail to 
account for factors which characterise creative industries in non-urban places. Focusing on 
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the development of both creative industries and individual creative industries workers in 
areas beyond the inner city has implications for urban and cultural planning, and also 
provides a richer and more complex understanding of how creative practitioners and 
industries function. Justin O’Connor and Xin Gu22 argue that creative industries research 
that focuses on dense proximity clusters obscures the ways in which non-urban localities 
are important; Mark Jayne similarly notes that in a research and policy agenda dominated 
by a focus on urban clusters, an understanding of the specificities of creative industries 
workers’ individual practices and locational motivations is lost.23 Attention to the wider 
specificities of place, and of systems of support and development for creative enterprises in 
areas beyond the inner city, highlights the differences in culture, and points to local socio-
cultural and economic potential.24 
   This article thus focuses on the cultural and affective factors which motivate 
individual creative industries workers to locate themselves in outer suburbia. Like Graham 
Drake’s,25 Kong Chong Ho’s,26 and Caroline Chapain and Roberta Comunian’s27 studies of 
creative industries workers’ place-based inspirations, we investigate the specificities of 
place that inspire or invite individuals’ creative activity. That creative industries activity 
occurs in outer suburbs is quantitatively demonstrable.28 But what aspects of the outer 
suburbs, we ask, attract and inspire this creative activity?  In particular, this article focuses 
on the affective geographies of Australian outer suburbia, a domain which is far too 
frequently left unexamined by those who subscribe to dated stereotypes of Australian 
urban life and work. 
 
Creative suburbia 
For a greater understanding of the role of place in creative workers lives, we draw on the 
findings of an Australian Research Council-funded project, Creative Suburbia, which 
mapped and investigated the experiences of creative industries workers living and working 
in outer-suburban Brisbane and Melbourne. In the study we conducted over 150 in-depth 
interviews with creative industries practitioners and workers over a twelve month period 
across six outer suburbs. Interviews were of approximately forty-five minutes duration and 
comprised a series of open-ended questions predominantly focussed on the experience of 
working in an outer suburb. Researchers probed the experience of working in an outer 
suburb, which included questions about motivation and inspiration as well as pragmatic 
factors such as access to clients, markets, supplies and the use of technology for 
overcoming distance. Participant observation was used as another source of information. 
The study contributes to the growing body of research dealing with creative industries 
workers’ place-based motivations, experiences, and inspiration.  It also adds to Australian 
understandings of a reconfigured suburbia.29 
The study was restricted to creative industries workers who were able to support 
themselves primarily from their creative work. Using an inductive approach, the interview 
data revealed that participants fell into one of two distinct categories which we have 
termed either “commercial creatives”—those people who either worked in, and/or ran a 
small to medium commercial enterprise (SME)—or “artisans”—those involved in 
generally individual creative endeavours such as visual art, music or writing. The 
“commercial creatives” were predominantly working in design-based industries: graphic, 
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web, architecture, interior and fashion. Participants from both commercial and artisan 
groups have different audiences and markets which informed their relationships with their 
locality as a work environment, thus each group had a set of distinct responses to questions 
about the nature of their relationship with their outer suburb and what it meant for their 
creative work. A design-based commercial practitioner with an SME often has a complex 
business structure in comparison to an artisan, is usually an employer of several staff and  
has a different set of networks. While many artisans operated among other artists in similar 
communities of practice, many commercial creatives tapped into local business networks. 
Despite the different nature of the work and markets between the two groups, they 
expressed some similar feelings about their suburban environments as places to do 
business and work.  
The results referred to in this article are from interviews with participants located in 
Brisbane’s Redcliffe and Melbourne’s Frankston as they are geographically cognate: they 
are both peninsulas which comprise several smaller, established suburbs. A distinct socio-
economic mix is evident in both places with houses adjacent or close to the bays 
commanding significantly higher values than those more modest homes in the remainder of 
the suburbs. Redcliffe and Frankston are situated approximately forty kilometres from the 
central business districts of their respective cities, both are attractive places distinguished 
by their bayside locations. Frankston’s population is 116,000 with a labour force of 86.4 
percent employed (full and part-time), and Redcliffe is smaller at 56,356 with a labour 
force (full and part-time) of 93.9 percent.  Of these, approximately 2.3 percent work in the 
creative sector.30 
 
Space, serenity and creative activity 
One of the key findings from the study was the significance of the suburban environment 
as conducive to the type of endeavour the creative worker is engaged in. The vast majority 
of participants—84 percent—across both commercial and artisan categories, indicated that 
place—and space—was important to their work.  Twelve percent stated they would rather 
live further out or closer to the city. The idea of space as important for a healthy life 
underpinned the establishment of the suburbs,31 and is one of suburbia’s most enduring 
attractions. Space for a work shed, a garden, somewhere for the kids to play, or simply as a 
verdant contrast to the density of the city were common expressions of the suburbs’ 
attributes. Apart from the economics of space—it is more affordable in the outer suburbs— 
space for creative workers had interdependent physical and affective meanings. The 
physical attributes of space referred partially to its affordability and value, that is, the 
ability to purchase an outer-suburban house with enough room for a studio or home office, 
or to purchase or rent an outer suburban office or workplace at much lower cost than one in 
the inner city. Qualities of space mentioned previously—a garden, separation from 
neighbours and low density environments which were perceived as calm and tranquil— 
were other factors that participants cited as enabling their creative work. 
The key affective quality of outer-suburban space was expressed in general as calm 
and serenity, or as one participant put it, “free[dom] from the distractions of the city”. A 
peaceful environment, and frequently one that enabled a lifestyle balance with few 
distractions, and minimum financial pressures, was regarded as important for participants’ 
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creative work. This intersection of affective and physical space highlighted  practical 
considerations for participants, factors that  enabled a balanced lifestyle between work, 
family and leisure, while having the space in which to think and work creatively. This is in 
marked contradiction to much creative city thinking, where the “distractions of the city” 
that is, ready access to entertainment, cultural events, social networks, and the general 
busy-ness of urban life, are regarded as essential for creative innovation and development. 
But for most of the outer-suburban creatives in the study, the amenity of the inner city was 
seen as a hindrance to creative endeavour rather than promoting it. Much creative city 
discourse promotes the importance of creative clusters in a dynamic, “buzzy” inner-urban 
environment  and is grounded in the assumption that only inner cities can provide the 
“array of attractions, distractions, and nuisances” which trigger creative work.32 Our study 
undermines this perception that all creative workers benefit from working in a buzzy 
environment, and is supported by one of the findings of Chapain and Comunian’s study in 
which creative industries workers living in Newcastle, Britain stated that Newcastle was 
important to their work for its slower pace of life and access to nature.33 Increasingly, the 
recognition of the prevalence of creative industries in non-urban locations raises questions 
about the experience, productivity and markets for those creative workers not working in 
inner-metropolitan regions.34  
Somewhat counter-intuitively, this “serenity” factor cuts across both commercial 
and artisan creative workers. Despite clear evidence that SMEs perform well in urban 
clusters,35 creative industries SMEs are increasingly appearing in the suburbs and outer 
suburbs. The development of design-based business using online technologies such as 
those used in web design and graphic design means that location can be less important for 
business premises. Participants indicated that working in the outer suburbs allowed them to 
eliminate a certain amount of stress in their working lives, partially through the reduction 
of travel time and the slower pace of life. They frequently equated less stress with greater 
potential for creative thought and production. An advertising executive who runs his 
company from a retro-fitted industrial shed in Redcliffe, observed the benefits of a natural 
environment and the associated calm for thinking more clearly: 
 
I think it makes me more relaxed which allows me to think 
clearer you know when you get up in the morning, you look 
out across the water and I think you feel less stressed and 
certainly five minutes to work, one set of lights as opposed an 
hour that way bumper to bumper. See I think that stifles 
creativity, your mind is caught up in the pressure of the drive 
… 
 
Similarly, a Frankston-based architect declared his antipathy to the inner city, and the 
creative and calming benefits of his outer-suburban proximity to nature; in both 
locations the proximity to the bay was frequently cited as significant: 
 
I don’t particularly like living in the centre of a city.  I like peace 
and quiet, I tend to like to be able to get out and commune with 
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nature.  If you’ve got a difficult client … you can go for a walk 
along the beach …  
 
Another architect who works in an established residential suburb where trees mask 
nearby neighbours said:  
 
I’m surrounded by bush … and it’s a tremendous environment to be in …   
Why would I want to work in the city?  … it is so tranquil and so peaceful,  
It’s a great environment …  
 
For some creative industries workers with SMEs, a more relaxed lifestyle was a trade-off 
for less work or an income that was less than what it would be if their company was city 
based. As a Frankston illustrator noted, “I’m more creative here but I would get more work 
because of the contacts if I lived in the city.” It was less of a surprise that participants from 
the artisan group cited serenity as important to their choice of location and central to their 
creative output. One visual artist described Redcliffe, which is accessible via a one 
kilometre bridge, as embodying “the idea of a sanctuary” which he likened to “a moat” 
between the outer suburb and the city. This geographical separation and the support of a 
local arts community, seemed to provide the kind of protection from distraction or stress 
that enhanced his capacity for creative work. Several participants from the artisanal group 
stated that the city had greater scope for isolation and a competitiveness which was felt to 
be anathema to creative production. 
For another visual artist, the outer suburb also worked for her on both physical and 
affective levels, reiterating the importance of community and the sense of freedom from 
distraction the outer suburb offered: 
 
I like Redcliffe, because it’s sort of geographically isolated, has much 
more of a sense of community for me that I felt more comfortable in.  
And the fact that I can see the horizons here, I kind of needed to … I 
needed a sense of space and geographically this place kind of fits this. 
 
As outer suburbs, both Redcliffe and Frankston are situated somewhat liminally, 
approximately halfway between the bush and the city. The outer suburbs embody aspects 
of both the bush and the city, offering accessibility to the city in an environment where the 
natural landscape occupies a more significant role than it does in middle-ring suburbs. 
Typically (but not always) well connected to the city by major arterial roads, many outer 
suburbs now have an infrastructure which makes it possible for a variety of industries and 
businesses to operate. For creative industries workers living in outer suburbs, this means 
easy proximity to the city for some of their markets or clients, for supplies (if not locally 
available), cultural events and other activities relevant to their professional lives.  
The idea of stimulation and buzz associated with inner-city creative clusters is 
based on assumptions about creativity and creative inspiration that was not borne out by 
this study. Such an assumption fails to consider individual difference, experience and 
modes of subjectivity. Stimulation does not necessarily equate to creativity as one creative 
worker pointed out. When working in the inner city before moving to her outer suburb she 
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said, “I felt more stimulated but less creative … less inspired.”  A well-known textile artist 
figured the distractions of the city as an impediment to her creative work: 
 
Yes, the other thing is the actual beauty of being near the bay 
and also there are far less distractions. Brisbane was very 
distracting for my art, too many events, too many temptations. 
 
Space for creative thinking also seemed to have a temporal dimension with several 
participants observing that the serenity associated with living in a slower-paced 
environment facilitated creative thinking. For some, even commuting time was productive.  
A singer songwriter commutes two days a week to an office job in the city and describes 
how time on her train journey gives her the space in which to think creatively. She 
describes how the busy-ness of life in the city prevents this aspect of the creative process: 
 
 So there’s a lot of time on a train or in a car which is great 
because that gives you time to consider things and daydream 
and just dream and think and read and write. So I probably 
really enjoy that because I think if you’re in the city you don’t 
have as much permission or you don’t give yourself that time 
to do that but because you’re forced to give yourself that time, 
then that time for reflection is invaluable in terms of song 
writing. I get most of my ideas on the train or driving a car. 
 
This creative worker’s observation points to the temporal qualities which some creative 
workers consider essential for creative work, and to pressures that are both internal and 
externally exerted. The external distractions of urban life to which many participants 
referred transmute into internal pressures, echoing Simmel’s 36 and Sennett’s37 ideas about 
the distinctive psychological, affective and corporeal responses people have to urban stimuli. 
For Simmel and Sennett, the intensity and rapidity of stimuli in the inner city produce a 
detached and blasé subjectivity in which the adoption of “indifference” is a strategy for 
warding off the intensity of information, events, and relationships concentrated in dense urban 
environments.  This psychological response to the urban flies in the face of creative city 
thinking which promotes the idea that spatial proximity and interaction with other creatives 
produces innovation and dynamism. Clearly there are creative workers who do thrive in 
this type of dense urban environment, but for many creative workers in our study, it was 
this “busy-ness” of urban life that mitigated against creative thought and production. 
Tranquillity and reflective time was what they required to be creatively productive. 
 
Freedom from metropolitan style and conformity 
The assumption in creative cities discourse that cities are places of innovation and 
tolerance was challenged by several participants in our study. Florida’s criteria of essential 
attributes for a creative city and for the types of workers it attracts are known as the “3 Ts”: 
technology, talent and tolerance.38 Tolerance has associations with cosmopolitanism and a 
growth in urbanism, and implies openness to others who may be culturally or socially 
distinct. The idea of the cosmopolitan and tolerant city has the potential to cast the suburbs 
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as the inner city’s antithesis: as inward-looking, conformist, and hostile to difference. The 
unworldliness attributed to the suburbs as earlier observed, has been the basis of much 
anti-suburban satire—think of ABC television’s Kath and Kim, and earlier Barry 
Humphries Dame Edna Everage.  
Yet for some participants in this study, primarily of the artisan category, the 
geography of tolerance took on an unexpected form, with people expressing the view that 
they felt the suburbs were more accepting and open to the type of work they produced, 
compared to what the response might be in the inner city.  
Several participants who had formerly lived in inner-city areas felt that their suburban 
locations enabled them greater freedom from conformity—that is, tolerance—than had 
their previous inner-urban locations. Conformity was understood as the pressure to adhere 
to a rigid inner-city “artsy” style, which for some participants meant, on a superficial level, 
how one looked and dressed. For others, there was a perception that their inner-city 
markets or audiences were less open to experimentation and difference, and that in order to 
succeed in the urban markets, one had to adapt one’s style and work to the style of the 
moment.  
An artist who moved to Frankston from the inner city noted that in the inner city “you 
have to wear the right clothes, have to go to the right exhibitions”.  One artist was 
vociferous about the pressures of inner-city style on his creative potential: 
 
You’re an ant … you lose your uniqueness, you lose your individuality, 
you lose your creativity as it were. And your creativity, whatever your 
creativity is, tends to have to conform to a pattern. And the pattern is 
dictated by the mould around you … And that’s the sad thing about big 
cities … it’s a problem … I’m not suggesting for one second that 
they’ve got it wrong, all I’m saying is that that’s my reaction to it.   
 
Other participants who had moved to the outer suburbs from inner-city and regional areas 
commented on their pleasure in finding locals in the area receptive to innovation and 
difference. A fashion designer with a shop in Redcliffe remarked that she was surprised at 
how ready the area was for “something different” and that the non-conformist nature of the 
outer suburb encouraged her to be “more creative”. She remarked that although she might 
be able to earn a higher income in the inner-city, the necessity to conform to a style of 
fashion would be detrimental to her creativity. 
For some, the physical distance away from the inner city provided a psychological 
distance that enabled a fresh perspective for their creative work. This finding undercuts 
Ho’s assertion that the social and spatial “marginality” that some creative industries 
workers find stimulating can only be found in inner cities.39 The idea of the city as a place 
where conformity was more pronounced than the suburbs was articulated by a Frankston-
based musician: 
 
It gives you a sort of … perspective on a lot of things.  I 
think if we lived in the city wholeheartedly you’d have the 
same point of view as everyone else does that lives in the 
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CBD so living in a different area … gives you a different 
creative angle. 
 
Participants who touched on the theme of psychological freedom indicated that this was 
more important to their work than conforming to a particular style-of-the-moment in order 
to connect with markets and audiences, a conformity they associated with the inner city. 
In another example, a young woman ran a successful social enterprise that matched 
elderly women in the community who had craft skills such as crocheting and knitting, with 
young designers to produce quirky bags and dresses and other items. This was so well 
supported by the local community that the woman advertised the products as proudly 
“Redcliffe made”. In this case, the successful rehabilitation of a traditionally female craft 
coupled with edgy contemporary design points to assumptions around both the categories 
of “creative” and of the “suburbs” which as Louise Johnson observes, overlooks the 
creative contribution that women have made to the suburban way of life.40 
Johnson has noted how the suburbs have long been the site of female creativity and 
experimentation – not only in the development of skills traditionally associated (and 
frequently satirised) with homemaking, such as craft and culinary skills, but in financial 
management and community development. A narrow definition of what creativity is, 
overlooks a range of creative endeavours, “undervalued and roundly satirised within the 
Australian patriarchal cultural economy.” Furthermore, as Johnson also notes, the suburbs 
have been the site of architectural innovation and experimentation, a trend which continues 
today. As well as vernacular approaches to domestic architecture, adaptations of 
international styles such as Art Nouveau and Modernism are evident in many Australian 
suburbs where Australian architects have introduced local inflections, evident in the work 
of Harry Seidler and Walter Burley Griffin among others.41Added to this list could be a 
number of well-known visual artists and musicians who have found inspiration in the 
suburbs. 
Urban development occurring since the early 1990s has resulted in significant 
change to the constitution of Australian suburbs and inner-cities, which can in part 
account for the perception of openness and tolerance that our participants speak to. 
Urban gentrification and rising property values has produced increasingly 
homogenised inner cities in Australia. Conversely, global migration and significant 
changes to the social structure means that the suburbs are far more heterogeneous 
places where many first generation migrants live. The suburban ideal of a mum, dad 
and three children is a potent one, but it is a demographic that is not borne out 
statistically. The outer suburbs across the country are now more ethnically, socially 
and culturally diverse than most inner-city locations.42 
 
Environment as creative resource 
The natural and built environment has long been a resource for artists, providing visual 
cues and stimuli. In Drake’s study of creative workers in ex-industrial towns in England,43 
creative industries workers drew upon the local built environment as a resource for creative 
stimuli. Here, the local environment was a central feature for creative inspiration and the 
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study found that historical and natural features of the town were incorporated into a range 
of creative expressions.   
In our study, it was no surprise that many participants remarked on the natural 
environment of Redcliffe’s and Frankston’s bay side locations with their aesthetic and 
tranquil appeal, although some visual artists had represented other aspects of the local 
environment such as its laneways and buildings in paintings and collages. The natural 
environment provided material for multivalent representations across several media such as 
painting, textiles, drawing and photography. Here, the environment was used and 
interpreted in both direct representations and abstract ones. A prominent fabric artist was 
known for her use of raw materials from the local environment— tree bark, dried seaweed 
and seed pods—which she reconstituted and made into fabric, paper and jewellery. 
Other forms of creative inspiration come from a socio-cultural perspective, where 
the social environment of the localities was utilised in specific ways, particularly among 
writers and song-writers in the study. Both Redcliffe and Frankston are large outer 
suburbs, traditionally working class, but now because of their location by the sea and 
population growth forcing people further out of the city, have acquired a more diverse 
socio-economic mix. Behind the large bay side houses and recently built apartments, are 
still large tracts of low-cost suburban housing and this is where most creative industries 
workers in our study lived, unable to afford the more expensive housing close to the water.  
Several musicians and songwriters used the socio-economic diversity of the suburbs and 
the associated issues arising from this as a creative resource. These participants found 
material for song-writing in their concern for local issues of social equity, drug addiction, 
teenage pregnancy, and unemployment. As one Frankston based musician put it: 
  
you only really have to walk down to Frankston station to see 
why it could be a good source of inspiration ... a lot of unique 
people I guess live in Frankston … A lot of characters, it has 
that sort of ... It’s somewhere in the middle ... You get a 
diverse range of people that you know, that’s I guess what’s 
quite inspiring you know, about it. 
 
Similarly another musician described the creative stimuli in Frankston: 
 
we sing right about Frankston.  Like junkies with prams, 
stuff like that you know? ... All of the songs … are about 
real life … going out on a weekend in Frankston … 
 
Significantly, social heterogeneity was picked up by musicians in both suburbs as a 
creative stimulus, as a Redcliffe musician observed:  
 
There’s a big difference in house prices which is good for 
thinking about social situations and gives you perspective on 




The role that the natural environment plays for outer-suburban creative workers has been 
raised throughout this article: in the context of creative resource, it can be regarded as a 
psychological and affective resource in that it enables the type of space necessary to create. 
Similarly, Susan Luckman’s study of Darwin found that participants valued the natural 
environment highly; “the natural environment is without doubt seen as fundamental to 
local creativity, yet this has rarely been addressed beyond a focus on street-scaping and 
parklands in much of the thinking on creative cities”.44  Nature as regenerative and 
inspiring for creative workers is a well-established trope, connected to the Romantic 
movement of the eighteenth century.  In our study it is evident that the natural, social and 
physical environments are all instrumental as inspiration for a variety of creative 
expression, particularly among artisan workers. 
For many creative industries workers, the desirability of living and working in the 
outer suburbs is in part due to their connection with nature and the associated 
characteristics of tranquillity and regeneration. While clearly, not all suburbs are endowed 
with or have proximity to the same aesthetic and natural appeal of outer bay side suburbs 
such as Redcliffe and Frankston, the concerns expressed by creative workers for space, 
contemplation and inspiration that the space provides, can equally be applied to many 
suburbs across Australia.  
 
Conclusion 
Our research points to the importance of place for creative workers, and dispels some 
assumptions constitutive of creative city thinking, as well as assumptions about quotidian 
outer-suburban life. A place’s history, culture, identity, reputation, built environment, 
communities, and “vibe” attract and inspire creative workers as much as, if not more than, 
“hard” aspects of place such as transport infrastructure. As this article has demonstrated, 
for many creative industries workers, the very aspects of the inner city extolled by creative 
city planners and visionaries—density, buzz, old industrial architecture, bohemianism, 
modern “creative precincts”, galleries, and European-style café districts—are seen as 
anathema to creative work. The outer suburbs are not homogenous places nor are creative 
industries workers an homogenous mass, seeking the excitement and buzz of the city. The 
appeal of the affective dimension of place for people living and working in the outer 
suburbs was found in a natural aesthetic, and the serenity that such an environment 
produced. As what might be termed the “first wave” of creative industries thinking—a 
wave which identified the existence of creative industries as a sector, and which located 
some of that sector’s key sites and attributes—wanes, it is time for a richer and more 
nuanced account of the cultural economic geographies of creative industries, and of the 
locational motivations of its workers. At the same time, as outer suburbs become sites of 
diversity, increasing density, and economic importance, it is time to move beyond their 
anachronistic dismissal as uninspiring, unproductive, boring, residential sprawl. There is 
no question that many creative industries workers site their workplaces in inner cities; 
there is no question that many creative industries workers find inner cities inspiring. But, 
as this research demonstrates, this is not the case for all creative industries workers. 
Although his focus is on inner-city creative workers, Ho’s assertion provides an apposite 
conclusion here: “understanding the production activities of the unconventional, both in 
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terms of work-styles as well as the various connections to place, becomes an important 
project”.45  Attending to the characteristics of place and to how people engage, imagine, 
and produce in places outside the inner city disrupts increasingly homogenous ideas about 
what a “creative place” might be. It also disrupts stale yet pervasive assumptions about the 
cultural and the economic geographies of Australian outer suburbia. 
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